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1. Introduction
The comparative statics laws were first derived by Hicks(1939) for theory
of demand, and then generalized into general equilibrium models.(See
Arrow and Hahn(1971).) Morishima(1964) proved the laws in the large for
the gross substitute case, and later for the Morishima case. Fujimoto
(1990) extended the results by Morishima into the case with possible
complementarity among commodities, using the contraction property of a
mapping whose Jacobian matrix is dominant diagonal.
Recently Shiomura(1995) employed a fixed point algorithm based on
homotopy theory to show the global comparative statics laws, especially
assuming that the Jacobian matrix is a P-matrix. In the local analysis,
Arrow and Hahn(1971, p.250) already noted that the Gale-property of a
P-matrix is a sufficient condition for the first Hicksian law to be valid.
The purpose of this note is first to present a somewhat abstract
framework to put forward a necessary and sufficient condition for the first
Hicksian law to hold in the large. This is really a tautology, and is
gradually transformed to the one by use of which we can discuss its
relationship with the powerful property due to Gale and Nikaido. We then
give a proposition when more than one equations are disturbed. Some
remarks are also given to Shiomura's approach.
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2. Abstract Setting
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space, and D a subset of Rn• The
symbol F denotes a non-empty set ofthose functions f from D to R", each
ofwhich has a unique solution for fix) = 0, xED. Now we fix an j" E F and
an associated solution x" such that j"(XO) =O. We also fix an index k, and
consider a subset F* c F such that j* in F* satisfies
j*(x") =0; fit (XO) < 0, and fj (XO) =0 for j t- k.
The subscript indicates the corresponding element of respective vectors.
We assume F* is non-empty. It should be noted that by the very
formulation, x* t- x", where x* is a solution to j*(x) = 0 for j* E F*. It is easy
now to see the following:
Proposition 0: For any j* in F* , xi; > x:t holds if and only if
(xi; - xk)(H (x*) - H(XO» > 0 for'lj* E F* .
Proof: Since fit (x*) = 0, and H (XO) < 0, this is a tautology.
Proposition 1: For any j* E F* , xi; > x:t holds if and only if for '1j* E F*
(x; - x'j)(f;(x*) - J;(XO» ::; 0 for i = 1,2, ... ,n is impossible. (P 1)
Proof: This is just a restatement of Proposition O.
Proposition 2: For any j* E F*, xi; > x:t holds gfor 'If E F
(Xi - x'j)(f;(x) - fi(XO» ::; 0 for i =1,2, ... ,n implies x =xO, (P 2)
where x is a solution to fix) = O.
Proof: If j is in F*, then (P 2) gives a contradiction to the fact x* t- xo.
Thus,(P 1) holds, and the proposition is proved.
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3. Gale-Nikaido Property
The Gale-Nikaido property(GNP) is here defined as follows: for 'If E F,
(Xi - x~)(fi(x) - fi(xO» ::; 0 for i = 1,2, ... ,n implies X = XO. (GNP)
This (GNP) is a stronger requirement than (P 2), because in (GNP) x is not
restricted to a solution of Ax) = O. Hence we have
Proposition 3: For any f* E F*, xk > xk holds if (GNP) is satisfied.
Up to this point, we do not need differentiability of j. Certainly given
some sort of differentiability, one may establish sufficient conditions to
have (GNP), or even weaker ones like (P 2). Nikaido(1968, Theorem 20.5,
p.371) gives a sufficient condition to guarantee (GNP).
Theorem(Nikaido): When the set D is a closed hyper-rectangular region,
then (GNP) holds if the Jacobian matrix of j is a P-matrix everywhere on
D.(Total differentiability of j is assumed.)
In the literature concerning comparative statics, local or global, a
condition is imposed on the Jacobian which in the end often requires the
Jacobian to be a P-matrix. And so, Proposition 3 is general enough to
include most of the previous results as special cases so far as the first
Hicksian law is concerned. Besides, the uniqueness of a solution is also
insured by the assumption in the above Theorem.
In the dominant diagonal case( thus including the gross substitute
case), some results are known when the aggregate taste shifts from the
numeraire to a group of commodities.(See Fujimoto(1990).) In our
abstract framework, thanks to the powerful property (GNP), we can
establish a new proposition. Let S be a non-empty subset of the index set
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N == {I,2, ... ,n}. (S is not necessarily a proper subset ofN.)
Proposition 4: Assume (GNP) and take some f E F, and an associated
solution x such that j(x)=O. Then we have Xi > xi for at least one i E S, if
f;(xO) <fi(xO) =f;(x) =0 for i E Sand jj(XO) =JJ(XO) for j ~ S.
Proof: Suppose the contrary, i.e., Xi :::; xi for all i E S. Then by (GNP),
X =XO. A contradiction to x '!' xo, which is implied by j(x) '!' j(XO).
4. Comments
8hiomura's approach can yield global laws in an easy way when one can
determine the signs of each element in the inverse of the Jacobian B(O).
This can be seen from the equation(8hiomura(1995, p.83» :
[01, ... , 0mf = - 0mTIB-1«(})b«(}). (8)
In theory of international trade, many models are concerned with
comparative statics in which the Jacobian matrix is often sparse, and so
one can fully(or partially) determine the signs of entries of the inverse
B-1«(}) as well as the original B(O). If these signs are kept unchanged on
the path to the new equilibrium, the above process (8) is monotone in the
sense that each variable is either monotonically increasing or decreasing
until the new equilibrium is reached. One weak point in 8hiomura(1995)
is that he has to assume the existence of a suitable open set r in Theorem
3.3(p.82). Thus for the laws obtained to be truly global, one has to show
the existence ofr making some more assumptions.
While 8hiomura's method depends upon a pure algorithm, which has
nothing to do with the real adjustment processes, Fujimoto(1990) adopts
an adjustment process which is a discrete version of the ordinary
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tatonnement process, and first shows the contraction of hyper-rectangles
under this adjustment mapping, using the dominant diagonality of the
Jacobian. Then the uniqueness and stability of a solution can be
established at one stroke. Global comparative statics laws follow
naturally because rectangles shrink toward the new equilibrium. The
third Hicksian law, which is concerned with relative magnitudes of
proportional changes in variables, can also be proved at least locally in
this framework. If one insists to have stability of equilibrium before
searching for some definite laws in comparative statics, it seems difficult
to generalize the results obtained so far beyond the case in which the
Jacobian matrix is dominant diagonal. For, in the case of linear
transformation, shrinking rectangles imply dominant diagonality.
On reflection, Nikaido(1968, p.371, Thereom 20.5) had supplied a
useful theorem for dealing with comparative statics in the large. It has
been, however, overlooked as such, probably because the theorem
apparently does not contain two systems of equations. On the other hand,
Theorem 20.6(Nikaido(1968, p.373» may suggest its possible application
to the study of comparative statics for the gross substitute case, or for
nonlinear input-output models with simple parametrical changes. And
yet, how to relate it to comparative statics is still not transparent because
only one system ofequations is involved.
One important implication ofShiomura's results can be seen in eq.(S)
above. When the first Hicksian law is the sole target, the requirement
that the Jacobian be a P-matrix everywhere is too much. This
assumption corresponds to perfect stability in general equilibrium models
with suitable changes in signs. Eq.(S) shows Hicksian imperfect stability
is sufficient to obtain his first law as intuitively grasped in the local case.
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And then, the global version should be established by use of elementary
calculus, which shall be a topic in another note.
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Abstract:
In this note, an abstract setting for discussing comparative statics in
the large is presented to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the
first Hicksian law to hold. This condition is gradually tranformed to the
one through which we are able to see clearly the power of a theorem due
to Gale and Nikaido. This theorem has been overlooked probably because
it apparently does not involve the two systems to be compared. Moreover
the condition for the theorem to be valid also guarantees the uniqueness
ofa solution to the equation systems under consideration.
Some comments are also given to a recent contribution by T.
Shiomura. His method of proof is based upon an advanced homotopy
approach for fixed point algorithm. One important consequence of his
results is that imperfect stability is enough to establish the first Hicksian
law in general equilibrium models. This may, however, be shown using
elementary calculus.
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